Problem Set 1
Who are You?

Name: ______________________

Overview
In this exciting problem set, you get to tell me a bit about yourself, both as a student and as a person.

Part 1: Tell me about yourself as a student

My major is: _______________________________________

My minor (or 2nd major) is: _______________________________

I started off as a ________________________________ major.

I’ve taken the following history classes in college:

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Wait! Let’s get to know him first!

I agree!

We’re from England. We can’t survive the winter without your help. We bring smallpox. We ...

Drawing of Pocahontas saving John Smith ca 1607.

Drawing of Squanto helping the Pilgrims Smith ca 1620.
I’m taking the following history courses this semester:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

I’ve taken the following economics classes in college:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

I’m taking the following economics courses this semester:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Here’s some other courses I’ve taken, or am taking, which might be directly relevant to this course.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
**Part 2:**  Tell me about yourself as an intellectual person outside of school.

My favorite subject and/or time period in history is:

__________________________________________

Here’s another subject/time period in history I love:

__________________________________________

Here’s an area in economics that interests me outside of class:

__________________________________________

Here’s another subject in economics that I love:

__________________________________________

Job prospects, degrees plans aside, here’s the intellectual/academic area of study that interests me the most: ________________________________

If Madame X was to guarantee me I could have a good, rewarding job regardless of major, for life, I would major in: Job prospects, degrees plans aside, here’s the intellectual/academic area of study that interests me the most: ________________________________

**Part 3:**  Reading is fun?

A favorite fiction book of mine is: ________________________________

A favorite non-fiction book of mine is: ________________________________

The last fiction book I read for fun is: ________________________________
The last non-fiction book I read for fun is: ________________

Part 4: I’m More Than Just a Beautiful Mind

My hometown(s) is (are): ________________________________

My latest career goal is to: ________________________________

If I could live anywhere, it would be: ________________________________

Something(s) I currently do for fun is (are): ________________________________

If the President signed a bill into law giving me $10,000 but only if I took several months off to pursue the hobbies I really love, I would:

A favorite fiction movie of mine is: ________________________________

Here’s another movie I love: ________________________________

A favorite musical artist of mine is: ________________________________

Here’s another artist I love: ________________________________
Part 5: No Person is an Island. Go meet someone in this class who has a different major than you.

This person’s name is (are): _____________________________________

His or her major(s) is (are): _____________________________________

His or her hometown(s) is (are): _____________________________________

If he or she was forced to choose between Economics and History as a major, he or she would choose: _________________________

His or her latest career goal is to: ____________________________________

________________________________________________________

Job prospects, degrees plans aside, here’s the intellectual/academic area of study that interests them the most: _____________________________________

A favorite movie of theirs is is: _____________________________________

Here’s another movie they love: _________________________

This is due at the beginning of class on Monday, 31 Aug!